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HELLO
NEW YORK !



 ICEX Spain Trade & Investment and “Interiors 
from Spain” will be present again at BDNY 2023, 
12-13 November. Boutique Design New York 
(BDNY) is the leading trade fair and conference 
for hospitality’s boutique and lifestyle design 
community (designers, architects, purchasing 
agents, hoteliers, owners, and developers with 
inventive manufacturers of design elements 
for hospitality interiors). We are showcasing 
a selection of 30 high-quality and innovative 
Spanish design brands across indoor and outdoor 
furniture, Lighting, surfaces, home textiles and 
rugs. BDNY is a launchpad for new products and 
offerings and a great opportunity to do business 
on the spot.

BDNY 
New York – November 12-13.2023
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OUR BRANDS
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A-EMOTIONAL LIGHT   
ADEX USA
ALARWOOL  
BOHEME DESIGN
BOVER
CASADESÚS
COMERSAN FABRICS & DECO
DUPLACH GROUP
DURSTONE
ESTILUZ
EXPORMIM
GANCEDO
ISIMAR  
JOVER VALLS & ANTIQUE 
BOUTIQUE
KRISKADECOR 

LEDSC4  
LLADRÓ
NANIMARQUINA
NATURTEX
NOVOLUX LIGHTING
NOW CARPETS 
DESIGN 
POINT
PUNT
RESOL
ROCA  
RS BARCELONA  
SANTA & COLE
SYSTEMTRONIC
WOOP RUGS
WOW DESIGN



A-EMOTIONAL
LIGHT

a-emotionallight.com
@a_emotionallight

 Lighting life is the product of the 
interaction between what illuminates and what 
is illuminated, our way of understanding light.

  a-emotional light is the product of 
evolution, innovation and experimentation. We 
transform singular and innovative materials 
to craft handmade lamps. This, together with 
our more than 25 years in lighting and the 
experience of our team of craftspeople, makes 
our lamps truly exclusive pieces, which are 
present in more than 80 countries.

8 INTERIORS FROM SPAIN 9

https://www.a-emotionallight.com/
https://www.instagram.com/a_emotionallight/


ADEX USA
adexusa.com
@adexusatiles

Traditional tiles for contemporary people.

 ADEX USA is a family-owned company 
with a commitment to excellence, craftsmanship, 
and customer service, tracing their heritage to 
their beginnings in 1897. Known as a high-quality 
maker of ceramic and porcelain tiles, they build 
on this heritage with total dedication to the 
North American market, bringing with them the 
European traditions of artisan tile making, backed 
by their parent company in Spain, and inspired by 
their love for design.
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http://www.adexusa.com
https://www.instagram.com/adexusatiles/


ALARWOOL
alarwool.com
@alarwool

 Alarwool manufactures high quality 
carpets and rugs for hospitality, cruise ships, 
trains, casinos… throughout the world. The 
company´s commitment to quality, personalized 
service and competitive pricing has won the 
trust of the world’s major hotel chains such as 
Four Seasons, Mandarin Oriental, Ritz, Marriott, 
Hyatt, Hilton, IHG, Accor , Jumeirah, Kempinski, 
Starwood Hotels, Carnival Cruises, etc.

 Alarwool, custom woven carpets 
and rugs,a family business with over 60 
years experience in the hospitality industry.
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http://www.alarwool.com
https://www.instagram.com/alarwool/


BOHEME 
DESIGN

bohemedesign.com
@bohemedesignspain

 We transform the 
ordinary into the extraordinary.

 Boheme Design is one of the world’s most 
exclusive decorative lighting and furniture companies. 
We specialize in producing pieces for interior 
designers, decorators, architects and luxury hotels.

14 INTERIORS FROM SPAIN 15

https://www.bohemedesign.com/
https://www.instagram.com/bohemedesignspain/


bover.es
@boverbarcelona

BOVER
 Creation and production of unique 
lighting solutions for Indoor & Outdoor.

 At Bover, we believe that achieving 
the right blend of creativity, quality, and 
technical development is crucial for a 
product's success. We like to say that we craft 
contemporary lighting because our products 
consistently aim for a harmonious balance 
between quality, materials, and form, resulting 
in a timeless style that defines us.

16 INTERIORS FROM SPAIN 17

https://www.bover.es/en/
https://www.instagram.com/boverbarcelona/


 Enhancing Everyday Living with Comfort and 
Design: The Art of Sofa Production

 CasaDesús was founded in 1973 by 
Jaime Casadesús. In its  50 years of history, it 
continues as a family-run business guided. A 
single-minded devotion to detail and the drive 
to attain, comfort, design and durability has 
helped to create a design identity destined to 
complement today's most welcoming homes. 
This is the ‘CasaDesús lifestyle’.

casadesus.net
@casadesus_design

CASADESÚS

18 INTERIORS FROM SPAIN 19

http://www.casadesus.net
https://www.instagram.com/casadesus_design/


 Introducing COMERSAN 
FABRICS & DECO, is  Rated #1 the 
Best Interior Decoration.

 Coordinate all your projects with you , 
quality upholstery texture fabrics, drapery textiles, 
Utradark (completely blackout fabric), trendy and 
colorful high resolution wall covering, carpets, 
materials and more. We are an integral decorative 
solution for hospitality and contract. We create, 
manufacture and install worldwide , the factory 
is located in Alicante (SPAIN) , The office and 
warehouse in America  are located in Miami (FL).  

comersan.com
@comersan_deco

COMERSAN
FABRICS & DECO

20 INTERIORS FROM SPAIN 21

http://www.comersan.com
https://www.instagram.com/comersan_deco/


DUPLACH
GROUP

duplach.com
@duplach

Your shower, your moment

 Duplach Group is a duly 
established spanish company born in 2010, 
committed to the design and manufacture 
of eco-friendly breakthrough shower bases 
made from resin, mineral fillers and gel coat. 
Duplach also produces bathroom vanities 
made from melamine and matching wall 
panels. Our products meet with the ANSI, 
cUPC and EPA/CARB standards.

22 INTERIORS FROM SPAIN 23

https://www.duplach.com/
https://www.instagram.com/duplach/


DURSTONE
durstone.com

@durstone_porcelanico

 DURSTONE is a Spanish company 
formed by a dynamic and multidisciplinary team 
with extensive experience in the ceramic market. 
Our products are recognized for both their 
technical quality and their aesthetic characteristics. 
For 20 years we have offered collections that go 
beyond what is commonly called "construction 
materials". We know the great technical qualities 
of our products and we strive to show their 
decorative and aesthetic side.

 Durstone is a ceramic company 
that is committed to a different product 
with a high level of aesthetics and quality

24 INTERIORS FROM SPAIN 25

https://www.durstone.es/en/
https://www.instagram.com/durstone_porcelanico/


 A firm commitment to high-end 
decorative lighting with signature designs 
and handmade finishes.

ESTILUZ
estiluz.com

@estiluz

 After more than 50 years of history, 
Estiluz has consolidated a design philosophy that 
characterizes its pieces and marks its identity. Its 
collections, elegant and cosmopolitan, seduce 
by their pure forms and timeless character with 
a casual touch that brings to their luminaires the 
lightness and freshness of the Mediterranean. The 
fusion between craftsmanship and industrialization 
is always present in our products.
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https://www.estiluz.com/en_US
https://www.instagram.com/estiluz/


expormim.com
@expormim

EXPORMIM
 Inspired by our vision and driven by 
our values, at Expormim, we are passionate 
about outdoor and indoor living.

 Founded in 1960, Expormim is a third-
generation family-owned company with great 
tradition in the production and distribution of indoor 
and outdoor furniture. We use craftsmanship 
combined with cutting-edge technology to deliver 
life-lasting furniture and promote responsible 
consumption. Established in the US since 2013, we 
have been working closely with professionals to 
create versatile spaces in hotels, restaurants, multi-
family buildings and workplaces.
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http://www.expormim.com
https://www.instagram.com/expormim/


GANCEDO
gancedo.com/en

@gancedo1945

 Leaders in soft 
furnishing design since 1945.

 Gancedo is a Spanish brand founded 
in 1945, a family business in its fourth generation. 
Textile editor; they design, edit, manufacture and 
market fabrics, wallpapers, rugs, trimmings and much 
more... Experts in soft furnishing design committed to 
creating unique, inspirational spaces.
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http://www.gancedo.com/en 
https://www.instagram.com/gancedo1945/


isimar.es
@isi__mar

ISIMAR
Redefining outdoor living.

 iSiMAR is a European company, which designs, manufac-
tures and worldwide distributes Mediterranean wire metal furniture 
for in&outdoor and contract use.

At iSiMAR we are driven by a passion for design, innovation and 
sustainability. We strive to offer a fresh perspective of interior design 
in hotels, restaurants and offices, with over 60 years of experience 
and a deep understanding of working with galvanized rod, a durable 
material that is perfectly suited for outdoor environments.
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https://www.isimar.es/en/
https://www.instagram.com/isi__mar/


JOVER+VALLS
jovervalls.com

@jovervalls

 Furniture company that blends 
craftsmanship with state-of-the-art techniques, 
mainly producing seating and table collections.

ANTIQUE 
BOUTIQUE

antiqueboutique.es
@antiqueboutique_by_jovervalls

 We design, manufacture, and market 
products under the Jover+Valls and Antique 
Boutique Barcelona brands. These custom-made, 
high-end seating options and quality tables are 
crafted in Spain made for residential, commercial, 
or hospitality uses. Our focus lies in the details and 
we use exclusive materials and finishes featuring 
timeless designs that will make a statement in any 
interior design project.
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https://jovervalls.com/
https://www.instagram.com/jovervalls/
https://antiqueboutique.es/
https://www.instagram.com/antiqueboutiquebcn_jovervalls/


KRISKADECOR
kriskadecor.com

@kriskadecor

 Unique architectural elements 
featuring aluminum chain links.

 Kriskadecor creates fully customizable 
projects with aluminum chain links, providing 
architects and interior designers with a wide range 
of solutions: space dividers, wallcoverings, ceiling 
features, lighting elements, cladding, or any other 
unique structure you can imagine. The versatility and 
lightness of the material allow the customization in 
color, shape, and size of any structure. 
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https://www.kriskadecor.com/en-US
https://www.instagram.com/kriskadecor/


LEDSC4
ledsc4.com
@leds_c4

Light for better living

 At LedsC4, we have been improving the 
quality of light in the space for 50 years, representing 
a European benchmark in lighting solutions with a 
presence in over 140 countries. We offer a wide range 
of technical and decorative lighting products for 
indoor and outdoor spaces that optimize the balance 
between quality, technology, and design.
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https://ledsc4.us/en/
https://www.instagram.com/leds_c4/


LLADRÓ lladrocontract.com
@lladro

 Nothing creates a greater impact in 
a space than  the light that is emitted within it. 
Lladró’s lighting  collection combines the elements 
of light and earth to create a delicate balance of 
creativity and rich artisanal technique.

Leveraging 70 years of experience in crafting 
luxury porcelain, sculptors, painters, porcelain 
floral artisans… painstakingly create pieces that are 
the embodiment of perfection.

Light in Porcelain 
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https://lladrocontract.com/
https://www.instagram.com/lladro/


NANIMARQUINA

nanimarquina.com
@nanimarquina_official

 Handcrafting contemporary rugs 
since 1987. Climate Neutral certified. 

 Every project deserves the perfect 
rug. With +35 years and +2000 projects around 
the world, we are here to help you find the 
best option. Explore our Contract services, 
designed for architects and designers, prioritizing 
sustainability for both interior and exterior 
projects. Also, discover our 2023 collections: 
Oblique by Matthew Hilton and Haze by Begüm 
Cana Özgür.
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https://nanimarquina.com/en-us?gclid=Cj0KCQiAuqKqBhDxARIsAFZELmLB5AxRyjrEh7OTK9gtwrpgvUE01NPZG3BuFLM1WfxukYsdYl2J8BUaApbBEALw_wcB&mdApp_countryCodeDomain=US
https://www.instagram.com/nanimarquina_official/


NATURTEX
naturtex.es

@naturtex_sl

 Since 1993, Naturtex has been designing 
and manufacturing fabrics and car- pets, combining 
harmoniously tradition and innovation. In order to 
innovate and create new and extraordinary products, 
Naturtex is constantly evolving, experimenting with new 
materials and technologies.

We offer our custom fit service, as the best way 
to collaborate closely with architects and interior 
designers to make their ideas and projects a reality.

Fabrics & rugs
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https://naturtex.es/
https://www.instagram.com/naturtex_sl/


NOVOLUX
LIGHTING

novoluxlighting.com
@novolux_lighting

 Customized lighting solutions 
for indoor and outdoor applications.

 Novolux Lighting has been 
manufacturing and commercializing a wide 
range of high-quality luminaires since 1981 and, 
nowadays, it offers global lighting solutions for 
indoor and outdoor lighting applications.

With headquarters in Barcelona and a strong 
network of local distributors and partners 
established in Europe, the Middle East, Latin 
America, Africa and Asia, the company has a 
worldwide presence in more than 40 countries.
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https://www.novoluxlighting.com/en/
https://www.instagram.com/novolux_lighting/


NOW CARPETS
DESIGN

nowcarpets.com
@nowcarpets

 NOW Carpets creates designs 100% 
craft, with natural raw materials  or recicled  and with 
a sustainable process that respect the environment 
from the biginning to the end of the process, 
accomplishing the most rigorous standards. Now 
Carpets works with more than 65 ft that allows to 
create rugs with no boundaries.

 Now Carpets is a brand in a 
constant evolution and growth with more 
than 40 years of experience designing and 
manufacturing rugs all over the world. 
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https://www.nowcarpets.com/
https://www.instagram.com/nowcarpets/


 POINT, Over a Century of 
Excellence in Outdoor Living.

POINT
point1920.com
@point1920_official

 With more than 100 years of unwavering 
commitment to quality and innovation, POINT 
continues to push the boundaries of outdoor 
design. The brand blends timeless aesthetics 
with avant-garde technology, constantly seeking 
new ways to enhance the outdoor experience. 
From their cutting-edge materials to their 
ergonomic designs, every aspect of their furniture 
is thoughtfully crafted to provide the utmost 
comfort and functionality for the most demanding 
hospitality and residential projects.
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https://www.point1920.com/en
https://www.instagram.com/point1920_official/


PUNT
puntmobles.com
@punt_mobles

 Punt. It is the starting point of a 
never ending line of a design conception. 
As on a sculpture, each encounter and 
each material is the origin of the magic of 
a piece that intends to provide a balance 
between emotions and functionality. Punt. It 
is the meeting point of a piece of art and its 
adaptation to the spaces that fill our lives.

Art, craft & design
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https://puntmobles.com/home
https://www.instagram.com/punt_mobles/


RESOL
resol.es

@resol_furniture

 Founded in 1961, Resol manufactures 
outdoor and indoor furniture with high added 
value in design, innovation and technology. With 
clients in over 110 countries, Resol is committed to 
sustainability. Innovation and knowhow are added 
to the idea of dressing spaces with beauty to make 
people’s original dreams come true. Thus Resol is 
synonymous with “Dress Your Space.”

 At Resol we want to define what the spaces 
of the future will be like, both exterior and interior, 
with innovative, sustainable and high-design solutions.
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https://www.resol.es/en
https://www.instagram.com/resol_furniture/


ROCA
us.roca.com

@roca_us

 We make people live the 
best bathroom experience.

 Roca is a family-owned company 
dedicated to the design and production of 
solutions for the bathroom space. From our 
beginnings in Barcelona in 1917, we have grown into 
a global benchmark in sanitary ware. Roca is now 
one of the largest producers of bathroom products 
on the planet, operating 76 production facilities 
across five continents, employing over 21,000 
people and serving over 170 markets.
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https://www.us.roca.com/
https://www.instagram.com/roca_us/


RS 
BARCELONA

 rsbarcelona.com
@rsbarcelona

 RS Barcelona designs driven by 
passion to create iconic game tables 
and furniture that transform any space 
bringing a touch of exclusivity.

 Searching for the beauty in simplicity and 
focusing on the exquisite nature of details to make 
unique and authentic items. Designing merely for the 
satisfaction of a job well done. Raising the expert hand of 
the artisan. The hand which is seldom seen but always 
perceived. Designing to last. Transcending the volatility 
of trends with one’s own personality. Designing with 
quality and sustainability values to be meaningful. To 
leave a timeless imprint. 
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https://rsbarcelona.com/en/
https://www.instagram.com/rsbarcelona/


SANTA & COLE

santacole.com
@santacole

 Santa & Cole is a small, indepen-
dent, global editor of design, art and books 
with roots in Barcelona.

 Santa & Cole is a small, independent, 
global editor of design, art and books with roots in 
Belloch (Barcelona). Editing means preparing an 
original idea or work for the public domain. We seek 
to share what excites us, selecting only what we 
recognise ourselves in.
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https://www.santacole.com/es/
https://www.instagram.com/santacole/


SYSTEMTRONIC
st-systemtronic.com
@systemtronic

 Creating memories, one timeless 
piece at a time.

 Quality, timeless design, excellence 
and adaptability are the values that guide 
Systemtronic's journey of over 30 years. 
Since 1988 we develop and manufacture 
contemporary auxiliary furniture that provides 
solutions for both the contract and residential 
sectors, effectively addressing the needs of 
such diverse spaces as offices and meeting 
rooms, hotels, education centers, healthcare 
facilities, restaurants and homes.
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https://st-systemtronic.com/
https://www.instagram.com/systemtronic/


WOOP RUGS
wooprugs.com

@wooprugs

 Woop Rugs is a Spanish rugs 
manufacturer with the goal of offering our clients 
the opportunity to design their own rugs and 
personalize them. Enhancing local production, our 
rugs are made in Navarra, allowing a full control of 
the process. Design and a sustainability combine 
with tradition in Woop Rugs.

Customized rugs made in Spain.
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https://wooprugs.com/
https://www.instagram.com/wooprugs/


WOW DESIGN
wowdesigneu.com

@wowdesigneu

 In design, we always 
go for the WOW!

 Wow is a design studio specialized 
in ceramic exclusive project developments. 
Always attentive to color trends and finishes 
in combination with the latest technologies. 
We have created our own image and a 
recognizable style that inspires to create 
unforgettable spaces. Excellence, quickness, 
innovation & sustainability are our main values.
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https://www.wowdesigneu.com/
https://www.instagram.com/wow_designeu/


A-EMOTIONAL LIGHT  
a-emotionallight.com
sales@a-emotionallight.com
Booth 2029

ADEX USA
adexusa.com
customerservice@adexusa.com
Booth 2146

ALARWOOL
alarwool.com
ana@alarwool.com
Booth 2022

BOHEME DESIGN
bohemedesign.com
info@bohemedesign.com
Booth 2234

BOVER
bover.es
marketing@bover.es
Booth 1916

CASADESÚS
casadesus.net
info@casadesus.net
Booth 1923

COMERSAN FABRICS & DECO
comersan.com
info@comersan.com
Booth 2145

DUPLACH GROUP
duplach.com
export2@duplach.com
Booth 2143

LLADRÓ
lladrocontract.com
clopez@lladro.com
Booth 2125

NANIMARQUINA
nanimarquina.com
sburns@nanimarquina.com
Booth 2041

NATURTEX
naturtex.es
info@naturtex.es
Booth 2047

NOVOLUX LIGHTING
novoluxlighting.com
export@novoluxlighting.com
Booth 2144

NOW CARPETS DESIGN
nowcarpets.com
usa@nowcarpets.com
Booth 2117

POINT
point1920.com
comunicacion@point1920.com
Booth 1917

PUNT 
puntmobles.com
info@puntmobles.com
Booth 2122

DURSTONE
durstone.es
tony@durstone.es
Booth 2045

ESTILUZ
estiluzusa.com
info@estiluzusa.com
Booth 1927

EXPORMIM
expormim.com
usa@expormim.com
Booth 2035

GANCEDO 
gancedo.com/en
exports@gancedo.com
Booth 2141

ISIMAR
isimar.es
isiamerica@isimar.es
Booth 1935

JOVER VALLS
jovervalls.com
hello@jovervalls.com
Booth 2023

KRISKADECOR
kriskadecor.com
info@kiskadecor.us
Booth 2135

LEDSC4
ledsc4.com
leds-c4@leds-c4.com
Booth 1920

RESOL
resol.es
info@resol.es
Booth 1924

ROCA
us.roca.com
info.us@us.roca.com
Booth 2026

RS BARCELONA
rsbarcelona.com
andrea@rsbarcelona.com
Booth 2017

SANTA&COLE
santacole.com
press@santacole.com
Booth 1941

SYSTEMTRONIC
st-systemtronic.com
fatimagil@st-systemtronic.com
Booth 2121

WOOP RUGS
wooprugs.com
jsuescun@novadecor.com
Booth 2126

WOW DESIGN
wowdesigneu.com
marketing@wowdesigneu.com
Booth 2236

SPAIN IS IN

www.spainisin.com @interiorsfrom_spain
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EUROPEAN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT FUND
A WAY TO MAKE EUROPE
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